
Not stock style bed. Wider bed kits may require wheel tubs and do 
require moving the running board extension out to meet the bed. 
We offer these beds with and without sides and floors, as well as 
individual pieces. Bed sides and bed strips are the same as stock 
beds.

CONVERSION KIT
Use your own bed sides, includes: front bed panel, front 
crossmember, 2 center crossmembers, 1 rear x-member, tailgate, 
rear sill. Choose with or without wood. Kits do not include bed 
strips as they are the same as standard bed so, order choice of 
bed strips separately, also see page 119
No sides, No wood

2” wider .............................................BED-WC2 ........$879.00 ea
3” wider .............................................BED-WC3 ........$889.00 ea
5” wider .............................................BED-WC5 ........$929.00 ea

No sides, With Wood Kit
2” wider .............................................BED-WC2W ...$1149.00 ea
3” wider .............................................BED-WC3W ...$1149.00 ea
5” wider .............................................BED-WC5W ...$1249.00 ea

COMPLETE WIDER BED KIT
Includes all above plus new bed sides and wood. Does not 
include bed strips or bolts as they are the same as standard bed. 
Just pick style of strips and bolts and add to this kit. We do not list 
hold down bolts here as this bed is intended for hidden mounting, 
however, if you prefer the bolts see page 120
2” wider .................................................BED-W2W .....$1695.00 ea
3” wider .................................................BED-W3W .....$1695.95 ea
5” wider .................................................BED-W5W .....$1779.95 ea
5” wider, no gate ...................................BED-W5NG ...$1400.00 ea

Offering this bed without gate as long bed gate will fit, just 
mount 1.5” lower

WIDER TAILGATES 
2” wider, double wall smooth ................0251-W2 ..........$395.00 ea
3” wider, double wall smooth ................0251-W3 ..........$395.00 ea
5” wider, single wall smooth..................0250-W5 ..........$395.00 ea

ADDITIONS FOR BEDSIDES
Add teardrop installed front, per side....0201-AF .............$50.00 ea
Add teardrop installed rear, per side.....0201-AR ............$50.00 ea
Add wheel tub installed, per side ..........F2-0219 ...........$295.00 ea

Includes tub & installation, choice of tub depth from 2.5” To 9”
WHEEL TUBS ............................................................See page 115

The tub we install is our radius edged tub, edge is nice rounded 
radius instead of sharp bend, and nice floor flange.

WIDER BED WOOD END CAP
2” wider, polished stainless...................0204-W2 ............$40.00 ea
3” wider, polished stainless...................0204-W3 ............$40.00 ea
5” wider, polished stainless...................0204-W5 ............$45.00 ea

Skid strips and bolts, see page 120
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